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Introduction

This magazine is a creative representation of my honor’s research
thesis on the future of journalism. I felt a magazine would be a
more reader friendly way to communicate my findings during
the interviewing process. I ultimately decided to present my
thesis in an interview (Q&A) format so I could get raw and accurate views on what lies ahead for newspapers. During my previous research I found that I was not getting an accurate picture,
so I thought who would know better than people who are active
in the industry. I also considered age, experience and profession
when selecting interviewees. I tried to pick as diverse a population as possible. The interviews within are direct transcriptions
of recorded interviews I had with professionals in the journalism field around the state.
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ELIZABETH HANSEN
Years in the field: 44
Hometown: Fayetteville, AK
Retired from Eastern Kentucky University

JOURNALISM
EXPERIENCE
t6OEFSHSBEVBUFBU6OJWFSTJUZPG"SLBOTBT
t4UBČ.FNCFSBUćF5SBWFMFSBU6OJWFSTJUZPG"SLBOTBT
t"SLBOTBT%FNPDSBU
t4QSJOHEBMF/FXT
t.BTUFST%FHSFFBU*PXB4UBUF6OJWFSTJUZ
t"TTJTUBOUTIJQBU*PXB4UBUF6OJWFSTJUZ
t5FBDIJOHBU*PXB4UBUF6OJWFSTJUZ
t$FSUJĕDBUJPOUPUFBDIIJHITDIPPM
t3FDFJWFEBTFDPOEEFHSFFJO&OHMJTI
tćF4UBUF5JNFTJO#BUPO3PVHF -"
t'SFFMBODF8SJUFSJO)BUUJFTCVSH .4
t1VCMJD3FMBUJPOT8SJUFSJO)BUUJFTCVSH .4
t5FBDIJOHQBSUUJNFBU6OJWFSTJUZPG4PVUIFSO.JTTJTTJQQJ
t5FBDIJOHBU6OJWFSTJUZPG,FOUVDLZBTBEKVODUGBDVMUZ
t1SPGFTTPSBU&BTUFSO,FOUVDLZ6OJWFSTJUZ
t1I%BUUIF6OJWFSTJUZPG,FOUVDLZ
t"EWJTFSUPćF&BTUFSO1SPHSFTT
t,FOUVDLZ1SFTT"TTPDJBUJPO'BDVMUZ*OUFSOTIJQBUćF(SBOU$PVOUZ
/FXT
t%FQBSUNFOU$IBJSBU&BTUFSO,FOUVDLZ6OJWFSTJUZ
t)FMQFEGPSNBOETFSWFEBTUIF$IBJSPGćF"DBEFNJD1BSUOFSTGPS
UIF*OTUJUVUFGPS3VSBM+PVSOBMJTNBOE$PNNVOJUZ*TTVFTBU
6OJWFSTJUZPG,FOUVDLZ
t)FBWZJOWPMWFNFOUJOUIF4PDJFUZPG1SPGFTTJPOBM+PVSOBMJTUT
"EWJTPS 3FHJPO%JSFDUPS 1SFTJEFOU 
.FNCFS $SFBUPSPG4PVUIFSO.JTTJTTJQQJ1SPGFTTJPOBM$IBQUFS
t*OEVDUFEJOUPUIF,FOUVDLZ+PVSOBMJTN)BMMPG'BNF
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I CERTAINLY HOPE
PAPER DOESN’T GO AWAY

Q: Is there a place for several news mediums in
the future, or will paper die out completely?
A: I think there’s going to be a place for several. I
don’t see paper going away completely. And I certainly think there is going to be a need for the skills
that journalists have, a critical need… The ability
mation, whether it is true or not…whether it can be
communicate it in a way that people can understand
it. So that it’s done clearly and accurately and fairly.
Way too much of what goes as news now is nothing

“Democracy is built on the fact that, or the
basis that people will make their own decisions once they have the information and if
you don’t have the information and all you
have are these screaming heads and the innuendo and the false statements which to base
decisions, we’re in big trouble…”



but opinion, or rumor. The critical thing is that our
democracy depends on accurate information. Democracy is built on the fact that, or the basis that
people will make their own decisions once they have
the information and if you don’t have the information and all you have are these screaming heads and
the innuendo and the false statements, which to base
decisions we’re in big trouble…so I think the role of
journalists is as critical now as it has ever been. To
keep government accountable, to make sure people
do have the opportunity at least to get accurate information, not that people are necessarily going to
do it because increasingly, as you well know, go to
sites that they agree with or they read publications
that they agree with…I certainly hope paper doesn’t
go away. I think the stuff that’s in digital form, it

may be there for 2,000 years, it may not. I mean, I
and I’ve got tons of three-inch disks at home that I
can’t access because I have nothing that reads them
anymore. My dissertation is on a disk I can’t read
anymore, the electronic version of it, of course I’ve
got a backup somewhere else but…those kinds of
things. I really think there is going to be a need for

Q: What are communities actually losing when
they lose their local newspapers?
A: They loose their identity. Newspapers and communities are very closely tied together. The newspaper helps the community have a conversation with
itself that you don’t get in other ways. It provides
a history of the community that nobody else is recording. You have a cheerleader for the community
in a lot of towns. You have a newspaper that promotes the community. My husband and I, the very
last research paper we did that was on newspapers
is…community development and our hypothesis is
that what community newspapers do is community
development, and if you lose that from your community then you’re losing something from the community that will help the community sustain and
grow. You lose the chronicle of peoples lives if you
don’t have a local newspaper, the obituaries, the
weddings, the births, the high school graduations,
the proms. The very best community newspapers
chronicle all of that and the biggest pumpkin or the
biggest sweet potato, the biggest watermelon grown
this year, whatever it happens to be…you lose all
that if you don’t have the newspaper because if you
have a website chances are 1) you’re not going to
have the staff to do that, you might, 2) there’s just
something about that hard copy of the newspaper…
Maybe it’s possible for a website to perform that
function, you can print out things, but it’s not quite
the same as that newspaper clip and the picture.

Plus the other thing you lose if you lose the local
newspaper is that watchdog of government that
communities need to keep the government accountable, to let people know what’s going on and
sure that meetings and records are open because
it’s usually the newspapers in the community that
end up doing that.
Q: Do you think communities are willing to

A: I think some of them…realize what they are
losing because that local newspaper is the chronicle of their lives and somebody from outside can’t
provide that kind of coverage. There’s no way the
Herald-Leader can cover Irvine, like the Citizen
Voice and Times can cover Irvine, and won’t cover it unless there’s something really out of the ordinary. The problem is in a lot of small towns, as
you’re well aware, the advertising base isn’t there
to keep the print product going because of the
Walmartization of rural America. Because there’s
not enough small businesses, or locally owned
grocery stores to keep the advertising base going.
Someone told me one time that--it was a weekly

editor in Kentucky--that if he lost his grocery ad
for a week that was one reporter’s salary for that
week. It’s not something you’re going to get rich
doing and I think people who are going to community journalism understand that.
Q: Why do you think some newspapers fail
and others succeed?
A: In some cases I think it’s a matter of understanding their community and what their community needs and wants. A local newspaper that
puts wire copy on the front page is not serving
its community. The newspaper that really looks
at what’s happening and covers the news and
features local people, supports local projects, but
also holds the government accountable is likely
to be more successful. They’re economic factors
is owned by a chain that is money grabbing, that
is interested in sucking all the money it can out
of the community rather than using that money
to improve the paper…because most community
ership issue of what the ownership chooses to do
with that money. There are good chains who give
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newspapers enough local autonomy to really cover
their community and also don’t suck them dry and
give them enough resources to actually do the job
that they need to do journalism; to hire people to
do journalism in the community. I think the Advocate-Messenger is a good example of a newspaper
that yes is chain owned and they have made cuts...
but they’re still doing good local journalism. They
haven’t cut it to the bone so badly that they can’t
still--now they may be killing the people who are
working there with the amount of work their doing--…do good journalism.
Q: What makes technology a more appealing
way to get news (TV, apps, Facebook, online
newspapers)?
A: I think it’s, particularly for younger people, it’s
just what we’re comfortable with…I read the Herald-Leader online many times even though I have
the paper copy sitting out in the driveway, I just
don’t want to go out in the snow to get it. Just out
of principle I keep subscribing to the print edition
because I just like the feel of the newspaper in my
hands, but for people who haven’t grown up with
that…technology is what they know and they’re
more comfortable with an iPad or a computer or
an iPhone for reading the news than they are with
the paper product…Maybe as we old folks die out
paper will become obsolete, but…papers may go
faster than magazines too because magazines are so
targeted.
Q: What can other media outlets offer that print
cannot? And vice versa?
A: Well immediacy with television and with the Internet. Although one of the things I enjoy about the
Herald-Leader is if there is a breaking story they’re
probably there, not as fast as one of local TV stations, but I’m going to get something pretty quick-
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breaking news. So newspapers can continue to have
this product that’s more detailed, the print product
that goes into more depth and covers things in a different way, even if they’ve got a reactive website.
The website can give them the immediacy, it can
give them the chance to compete with other media-for example television stations and online sites--but
they still maintain what newspapers do better than
anything else which is the in depth, extensive cover-

age, investigative reporting. Those kinds of things.
Q: Do you think bigger media outlets need local
newspapers (keystone media)?
A: Yeah, because they don’t have the boots on the
ground to get the stories. Often it’s going to be the
you look at what the content is on the websites--I
don’t know what the most recent percentage is--but
originated with a newspaper somewhere. It’s the
newspapers that are still paying to do the research,
to dig up the stories, to do the reporting that’s then
getting distributed through other media. But what
if newspapers went away? What if newspaper reporters went away? There would be a real dearth of
information.
Q: Does social media and citizen journalists help
or hurt the idea of quality journalism?
A: A few years ago there was a lot of hype that citizen journalists were the future. I haven’t seen it
happen, particularly. Yes we get eyewitness reports
when people are at events and we get photos from
people who are at tragedies, that kind of thing. But
a lot of times that’s all you get, that initial burst then
details. Having as many eyes and ears on the street
as we have, I mean everybody’s a reporter basically with social media, but I’m not sure what they’re
doing is journalism. That doesn’t mean that there
aren’t people who are capable of doing it and do
provide good information. A lot of stuff I see is one
shot, not enough facts, more questions left unanswered than answered, and you are not going to get
that from citizen journalists: in-depth reporting.
I think the original citizen journalists were the county correspondents who wrote from their community about who was having dinner with whom, and
who was sick…that’s citizen journalism. There’s a
long history of that in newspapers, but those people
had their own voices and developed credibility, I
think, because they were covering their community.
So citizen journalism is really not new, but I don’t
think most people doing it, other than the fact that
it’s local…I don’t think it has the credible material
you get from trained journalists.

LARRY ROWELL
Years in the field: 8
Hometown: Multrie, GA
Editor at The Casey County News

JOURNALISM EXPERIENCE
t6OEFSHSBEVBUFBU8FTUFSO,FOUVDLZ6OJWFSTJUZ
t4UBČ.FNCFSBUćF$PMMFHF)FJHIUT)FSBMEBU8FTUFSO
,FOUVDLZ6OJWFSTJUZ
tćF$FOUSBM,FOUVDLZ/FXT+PVSOBMJO$BNQCFMMTWJMMF ,:
tćF$BTFZ$PVOUZ/FXTJO-JCFSUZ ,:
t)BTXPONVMUJQMF,FOUVDLZ1SFTT"TTPDJBUJPOBXBSETGPS/FXT
$PWFSBHFBOE1FSTPOBM$PMVNO

STAY LOCAL AND STICK
TO THE MISSION

Q: Is there a place for several news mediums in the
future, or will paper die out completely?
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A: Absolutely...if we fulfill our role as watchdog of
government and especially the local government,
UIFOZFTBCTPMVUFMZy.BLFTVSFUIFZBEIFSFUPPQFO
A: Oh, I think there’s room for several and I don’t see records, open meetings laws, sunshine laws and that
QBQFSEZJOHPVU OPUJOUIFOFBSGVUVSF8FMMGPSPOF everything they are doing is transparent and available
JOTNBMMUPXOT MJLF-JCFSUZ BOEJOTNBMMDPNNVOJ- UPUIFQVCMJD5PIPMEUIFNBDDPVOUBCMFJOUFSNTPG
UJFT MJLF $BTFZ $PVOUZ  ZPV TUJMM IBWF HSBOENPUIFST executive sessions that they only go into executive
that cut a grandchild’s picture out of the paper and session for legal things, according to the law and that
put it up on the refrigerator. And it’s kind of hard to they’re meeting the law. That we follow the money
EPUIBUXJUI'BDFCPPL"MPUPGPVSSFBEFSTIJQJTPME- because they are audited every year and we need to
er and they’re just not tech savvy yet. The challenge is make the public aware if they’re any findings in those
going to be how do we engage these younger readers
and get them interested in picking up a newspaper. I
UBML UP UIFN TPNFUJNFT BOE UIFZ TBZ  i/PQF  OFWFS “It’s not just the news of what happened that
touch it,” and that’s going to be our challenge in the week, which is very important, but it’s the sum
OFYUUPZFBST0OFPGUIFUIJOHTXFBSFEPJOH
JTUIFOFXTQBQFSTJOFEVDBUJPO8FESPQUIPTFPČBU total of all the parts that come together…”
the schools--elementary schools--and we’re trying to
start with that age group. I go out every year to the
elementary schools and we do career day, which I ex- audits, then the public certainly has the right to know.
plain what I do as a journalist and why it’s important "OFYBNQMFPGUIBUJTPOFPGUIFTIFSJČ TDMFSLT BDPVthat people read their local newspaper.
ple of years ago, had taken some money out of the tax
GVOET PVUPGUIFQSPQFSUZUBYGVOETUIBUUIFTIFSJČT
Q: Are newspapers an essential part of a democrat- PďDFSFDFJWFE4IFBDUVBMMZDPOGFTTFEJUBOEUIFOBO
ic society?
audit confirmed it, and the public has a right to know

UIBUTUIFJSUBYNPOFZy8FEJEOUVODPWFSJUCVUXF :PV LOPX XFSF B DISPOJDMF PG IJTUPSZ 'BNJMZ
reported it. The public just has a right to know this events, church events out of the past…and people
TUVČ
enjoy reading that. They would lose that. All those
things combined: sports, opinions page, all that
Q: And you think they can’t get that from bigger TUVČćFZXPVMEMPTFUIBU BOEZFBSTGSPNOPX
sources, like TV Stations?
if they wanted to come back and say, “well what
happened in this thing,” well where are they going
"/P CFDBVTFUIJTJTBMMMPDBM MPDBMTUVČ57TUB- UPĕOEUIBU :PVSFOPUHPJOHUPĕOEUIBUPO'BDFtions come in, they do it very superficially, they hit book or social media. It’s not just the news of what
JU ZPVHFUBNJOVUFBOEIBMGTPVOECJUF8FSFHPJOH happened that week, which is very important, but
to do it better, deeper, and we’re going to follow it to it’s the sum total of all the parts that come togethUIFFOE XIFSFBT57TUBUJPOTBSFOPUHPJOHUPDPNF FSy1FPQMF USBDF HFOFBMPHZ BMM UIF UJNF BOE UIFZ
CBDL8FKVTUIBEBSBQFUSJBMIFSF"GBUIFSUIBUXBT DPVMEOUEPUIBUGSPNB'BDFCPPLQPTU
accused of raping his daughters. They came down
here four years ago and sensationalized it and have Q: Do you think communities are willing to fight
OFWFSCFFOCBDL8FMM*TBUUISPVHIUIFFOUJSFUSJBM to keep their newspapers open?
MBTUXFFL *XBTUIFPOMZPOFJOUIFDPVSUSPPN4P
it came to an end, so we have to do it more local A: I think rural communities like this will always
and better.
XBOUUPIBWFTPNFUZQFPGXFFLMZOFXTQBQFS/PX
it might be that we get moved to a tab format…I
Q: What are communities actually losing when UIJOLJG$BTFZ$PVOUZMPTUUIFJSOFXTQBQFSTPNFthey lose their local newspapers?
body would step in and start some kind of print
publication. I have old ladies tell me they have been
"8FMM UIFZECFMPTJOHBMPDBMHVJEFćFZXPVME reading it for 70 years and they’re not giving up.
be losing a historical guide, a chronological guide ćFZTUJMMXBOUUIFJS$BTFZ$PVOUZOFXTy
if you will, of what happened that particular week.
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Q: Why do you think some newspapers fail and
others succeed?

'BDFCPPLTUBMLFS *TPNFUJNFTTFFXIFSFTUPSZJEFBT
can come from and in that sense the value of social
media is that you may find out information about a
A: I think some fail because they get away from their potential story that you otherwise would not have
mission of covering what they’re supposed to. I think found out. And that’s when you go do it a deeper,
UIBUNFBOTGPSVT JUNFBOTMPDBM8FEPOUDPWFS%BO- better, really get the interviews and the background,
WJMMF XFEPOUDPWFS4UBOGPSE XFEPOUDPWFS$BNQ- CFDBVTFB'BDFCPPLQPTUJTOPUHPJOHUPTVďDF#VU
bellsville. If we can attach a local angle to it, then that’s what I see is one of the greatest roles of social
NBZCFXFMMDPWFSJU#VU*UIJOLUIFZHFUBXBZGSPN media for a journalist is to maybe come up with some
that mission of giving people what they want to know stories from that.
locally. And I think they lose touch with the people in
the community to determine what these people want
in a print edition and online edition newspaper.
Q: What makes technology a more appealing way
to get news (TV, apps, Facebook, online newspapers)?
"+VTUUIFGBDUUIBUXIFOJUCSFBLT ZPVLOPXBCPVUJU
The availability, the instant availability of news makes
JUBQQFBMJOH#VUUIFOIPXXFMMEJTTFNJOBUFEJTUIBU
OFXT8FIBWFPMEFSSFBEFSTUIBUMJWFJOUIF$JODJOnati and Indianapolis areas that don’t follow online
news and they look forward to picking up the print
edition…They may have heard it, a family member
may have called them or something but they’re not
going to go into the depth of the story like we do
when we cover it. I really believe that in the next 10 to
ZFBSTBOECFZPOEUIBU UIFGPSFDBTUJTTUJMMEFDFOU
for print newspapers.
Q: Do you think bigger media outlets need local
newspapers (keystone media)?
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" * UIJOL JUT BCTPMVUFMZ USVF :PV XJMM IFBS  GPS JOTUBODF*XBUDI8&)457PVUPG-PVJTWJMMFXIFO*N
BUIPNFBOEZPVMMGSFRVFOUMZIFBS iUIF$PVSJFS+PVSnal reported”…They don’t have the budget to go out
and cover these news stories, so their scanning the
)FSBME -FBEFS  UIF $PVSJFS +PVSOBM FWFSZ NPSOJOH
UPDPNFVQXJUITUVČUIBUUIFZOFFEUPQVUPVUPWFS
UIF BJS 8F TFF JU PO UIF ,FOUVDLZ 1SFTT /FXT 4FSWJDF ,1/4 UIBUUIJOHTHPTUBUFXJEF1VCMJDSBEJPJTB
QFSGFDUFYBNQMF8,6QJDLTVQTUPSJFTPČ,1/4BOE
they will broadcast that on radio, so yeah I think it’s
very important.
Q: Does social media and citizen journalists help
or hurt the idea of quality journalism?
A: Alright, I’ll say this from this standpoint. As a

REGGIE BEEHNER
Years in the field: 23
Hometown: Ticonderoga, NY
Lecturer at Eastern Kentucky University

JOURNALISM EXPERIENCE
t6OEFSHSBEVBUFBU7JMMBOPWB6OJWFSTJUZ
t4UBČ8SJUFSBUćF7JMMBOPWBOBU7JMMBOPWB6OJWFSTJUZ
tćF6OJWFSTJUZ3FQPSUFSJO1IJMBEFMQIJB 1"
tćF%FMBXBSF$PVOUZ%BJMZ5JNFTJO6QQFS%BSCZ5PXOTIJQ 1"
tćF.BJO-JOF5JNFTJO"SENPSF 1"
tćF/FX5JNFT-"JO-PT"OHFMFT $"
tćF1PTU4UBSJO(MFOT'BMMT /:
t(SBEVBUF4DIPPMBU/PSUIXFTUFSO6OJWFSTJUZ
tćF(SFBU'BMMT5SJCVOFJO(SFBU'BMMT .5
tćF#JMMJOHT(B[FUUFJO#JMMJOHT .5
tćF4VO)FSBMEJO#JMPYJ .4
t.JTTJTTJQQJ1SFTT"TTPDJBUJPOBXBSEJO$PNQVUFS"TTJTUFE*OWFTUJHBUJWF
3FQPSUJOH
tćF)FSBME-FBEFSJO-FYJOHUPO ,:
t-FDUVSFSBU&BTUFSO,FOUVDLZ6OJWFSTJUZ
t"EWJTFSUPćF&BTUFSO1SPHSFTT

IT’S SIMPLE:
THE INTERNET DOES IT BETTER

Q: Is there a place for several news mediums in
the future, or will paper die out completely?
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publish something on dead trees, print it, somehow get it on the trucks, delivered to the people’s
houses, that apparatus is very expensive and very
" 5IFSFT BCTPMVUFMZ OP SFBTPO UP DPOUJOVF UP inefficient. It’s mindboggling to think that you can
print something when you can do it for one, one do the exact same thing at the touch of a button,
thousandth of the cost and reach more people put it online, have hyperlinks, have all this other
NPSF JNNFEJBUFMZy/FXTQSJOU JT BO JOFGGJDJFO- stuff to it that costs you next to nothing. I just don’t
cy. Don’t get me wrong, there’s a nostalgia to it, TFFJU5IBUTXIZNBHB[JOFTEPOUFYJTUBOZNPSF*
there’s a convenience to having a print product NFBOUIFPOMZPOFTUIBUFYJTUBSFUIFUBCT 1FPQMF 
that we all like, but the economics don’t support. the like fashioney ones that are built on advertis(JWFO UIF DVSSFOU DMJNBUF  IPX JOFGGJDJFOU JU JT UP ing…If you go back what supports a newspaper?

Automotive dealers, classifieds, legal notices,
UIJOHT MJLF UIBUy5IFZ BMM IBWF CFUUFS QMBDFT UP
HP OPX "VUPNPUJWFT IBWF "VUP 5SBEFSyDMBTTJGJFETIBWF$SBJHTMJTU"MMPGXIJDIBSFWBTUMZTVQFSJPSUPXIBUZPVDBOHFUJOBOFXTQSJOU4P UIF
whole economic model for a newspaper has been
basically decimated because the Internet does it
better and much more efficiently. It’s all about efGJDJFODJFT6MUJNBUFMZUIBUTXIBUJUDPNFTEPXO
UP :PV KVTU DBOU DPNQFUF BOE QMVT UIF HFOFSBtional shift of people who expect everything on a
digital medium, to hand them a newsprint is like
they opened up a time capsule.

“Given the current climate, how inefficient
it is to publish something on dead trees,
print it, somehow get it on the trucks, delivered to the people’s houses, that apparatus is
very expensive and very inefficient.”
Q: So you think that’s the reason it’s changing?
Because younger generations expect more?

why we don’t plow fields with horses anymore.
It’s not efficient.
Q: Why do you think it’s just now going down
hill?
"*UIJOLJUKVTUUPPLBXIJMF/FXTQBQFSTBSFOU
UFDIOPMPHJDBMMZ TBWWZ &WFSZ OFXTQBQFS PGGJDF
I’ve ever been at, there’s not a lot of knowhow
XIFO JU DPNFT UP DPNQVUFS TUVGG 5IFZ TIPQ JU
out, they buy stuff and then they use it but they
EPOUCVJMEJUUIFNTFMWFTy5IFZIBEBNPOPQPMZ
for a longtime, that’s why newspapers were profitable because there wasn’t much competition,
and now there’s this competition that is doing
what they do but much more nimbly and much
NPSF FGGFDUJWFMZ /PU EPJOH XIBU UIFZ EP JO
terms of news but doing what they do in terms of
XIBUCSJOHTNPOFZJO$SBJHTMJTUJTGSFFyZPVDBO
QVUBOBEPO$SBJHTMJTUGPSOPUIJOH8IZXPVME
you pay money to put it in a newspaper where a
few thousand people can see it when I can put it
POMJOFBOETPNFPOFDBO(PPHMFJU
Q: Are newspapers an essential part of a democratic society?

"/PUOFDFTTBSJMZ*UIJOLVMUJNBUFMZJUTBCVTJ- " .PTU DFSUBJOMZ * NFBO JU TDBSFT NF UP UIJOL
OFTT BOE CVTJOFTTFT UIBU BSF JOFGGJDJFOUy5IBUT that there would be a news vacuum. As we all
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know, if you allow the people making the news to
write the news, to distribute their own news, you
don’t get the real news you get the positive spin
UIBUUIFZXBOUZPVUPTFF5IFXIPMFCBTJTPGPVS
country is founded on the proposition that we are
making informed choices because the populous is
one that votes in the representatives and you need
to have some information to make informed decisions. I would love to be optimistic and say that I
trust my government officials to make those right
decisions, but I like to maintain a little healthy
skepticism and I’ve yet to see any government
that was entirely upright. It’s not just that you’re
a watchdog either, it’s just that you want to have
a connection to your community and you have
that connection based by knowing the people
and how it operates and things like that. I want to
LOPX IPX NZ TDIPPMT BSF EPJOHy:PV KVTU XBOU
UPLOPXBCPVUZPVSDPNNVOJUZ5IBUCFDPNFTTP
much more important when you live somewhere,
have a home there, have a family…have kids in the
school system, are paying taxes, you want to know
what that money is going toward and you want to
know that it’s going toward things you think are
valuable.
…I was thinking about this the other day, what
could replace newspapers…Do you ever read
3FEEJU 



4P3FEEJUJTKVTUBGPSVNBOEJUKVTUIBTTVCGPSVNT
POFWFSZHJWFOUPQJD*SFBMMZMJLF/#"CBTLFUCBMM 
TP*BMXBZTHPUP3FEEJUFWFOCFGPSF*HPUP&41/ 
PSBOZUIJOHMJLFUIBU8IZ *TCFDBVTFJUTQFPQMF
who are really into this topic that go out and find
information and post it, and sometimes…I find it
UPCFWBTUMZTVQFSJPSUP&41/ CFDBVTFJUTTPNVDI
more immediate, it’s so much more focused on
XIBU*XBOUUPLOPX8IFSFBT&41/IBTBOBHFOda, they want to sell you stuff, they want to put ads
in front of your face, they want to do all this stuff.
3FEEJUEPFTOUIBWFBOZPGUIBUJUTGSFF&WFSZPOF
on it is just doing it because they like it, and as
a result the content is infinitely superior to that,
that I can get on the paid sites. I do envision a day
where there could be something like that, almost
MJLFTVC3FEEJUGPSVNTGPSFBDIDPNNVOJUZXIFSF
QFPQMF QPTU BCPVU UIF UPXO /PX HSBOUFE  FBDI
person who posts may have an agenda, they may
have certain political leanings or whatever, but
usually because everyone is so passionate about

this one particular thing that is on these forums,
they sniff that crap out man, and they call you out
POJU*UTUIF*OUFSOFUJUTSVUIMFTT*EPFOWJTJPOB
day where something like that could exist.
One of the big things about why newspapers are
dying is because they are owned by corporate enUJUJFT 5IFTF DPSQPSBUF FOUJUJFT EPOU FYJTU JO UIF
fact that they are publically traded entities, a lot
PG UIFN 8IJDI NFBOT UIFZ NBLF BDRVJTJUJPOT
based on the proposition that they will return a
QSPGJU UP UIFJS TIBSFIPMEFST 5IJT JT CJH CFDBVTF
that means their ultimate overriding interest is
not for the news, but to wring the most money out
of that news, so that they can reward their shareIPMEFSTy/PX OPU FWFSZ DPNQBOZ JT B QVCMJDBMMZ
traded company, a lot of them are locally owned
by families or something like this, or maybe a loDBMDIBJO PSTPNFUIJOHMJLFUIBU#VUVTVBMMZJGJUT
a chain it’s a profit driven enterprise.
y(FUUIFGPSQSPGJUFMFNFOUPGPVUPGOFXTQBQFST 
and sort of just recognize there is a public need
there. It’s kind of like sewer systems, telephone
systems…garbage, it’s almost like a public utility.
5IFZEPOUFYJTUUPNBLFNPOFZQFSTBZ UIFZFYJTU
UP DPOUJOVF UP FYJTU KVTU FOPVHI NPOFZ UP LFFQ
UIFN HPJOH /FXTQBQFST BMNPTU OFFE UP HP UIBU
route, because there is enough advertising and interest that you can keep a newspaper afloat you just
DBOUBMTPTQJUPGGQSPGJUTy4P*EPOULOPX UIFSFJT
hope that that model will pick up, I don’t know if it
will because there is not enough evidence to show
this will happen on a wider scale, because it’s only
happening right now on a few fronts, it’s usually
like big cities and things like that, but you never
know. I’m optimistic.
Q: What are communities actually losing when
they lose their local newspapers?
" y5IF SJTL JT UIBU OFXT XJMM NBLF JUTFMG JSSFMevant and that the less you get news the less you
sort of are informed and the less the news means
UPZPV4PJGZPVIBWFBEBJMZOFXTIBCJU ZPVLJOE
of need it, it’s almost like a fix. And the less you
have that drug around, so to speak, the less people are going to use it…I guess the main thing is
just you can help direct the conversation, a newspaper by being there everyday informs the public
and then helps them and that in turn makes other

people informed, which then brings them to the
newspaper to see things, so the less you’re in that
public eye the less relevance you have, and so I
think it’s largely a question of relevance…It’s local
MFWFMUIBU*XPSSZBCPVU5IBUQFPQMFBSFOUHPJOH
to know what’s going on in their own communities because there’s not an outlet that offers that
JOGPSNBUJPO5IFPOFDPPMUIJOH*XJMMTBZGPSUIF
Internet, it does sort of cut out the middleman.
'PS JOTUBODF  TUBUF HPWFSONFOU BHFODJFT  -FYJOHUPO DJUZ MFUT UBLF BT BO FYBNQMF 5IFZ DPVME QVU
every single thing they do online very cheaply,
they could just transcribe every last meeting, vidFPUBQFJUPSEPTPNFUIJOHMJLFUIBU7JEFPJTOPU
very user friendly in my opinion. I’d rather have a
USBOTDSJQU4PNFUIJOH*DBOTFBSDIPSHPUISPVHI
RVJDLMZ 7JEFP KVTU EPFTOU MFOE JUTFMG UP UIBU 4P
I’m always hesitant when people say video is the
future, because it’s just not…It’s not efficient…I
mean you watch video for entertainment, but not
for getting news. I find that it’s way to slow, I’m at
the mercy of somebody else. If they want to shove
an ad in front of my face, I gotta sit there and sufGFSUISPVHIJU4PHPWFSONFOUTDPVME JGUIFZXFOU
on the offensive, they could be much more transparent. And if you have an interest in the stuff you
can just look at it yourself…It boggles my mind
that everything isn’t online right now. It should almost be a federal law that maintains if all municipalities want federal funding for anything then
you need to have everything online.

CPBUMPBE4QFDJBMJTUTBSFSBLJOHJOQSPGJUT CFDBVTF
UIFSFT BMXBZT UIJT EFTJSF GPS LOPXMFEHF 5P GFFM
like you have something that someone else does
not, that gives you an advantage, an informational
BEWBOUBHF 4P USBEF KPVSOBMT  XIJDI JT GVOOZ  BSF
super profitable now because in large part because
they don’t have to print any longer they can have
a website that requires you to subscribe to it, so if
you want this information say about the oil industry, you have to subscribe to Oil Insiders Daily and
then you can get that information. And that allows
you to make economic decisions, whether it be investing or whatever it is. It gives you a leg up on
UIFDPNQFUJUJPO5IPTFQMBDFTBSFCPPNJOHSJHIU
now, in fact they’re doing fantastic. It’s generalists
stuff, newspapers like us that are just hoping that
communities want that information, and there alXBZTBSFQFPQMFUIBUXBOUUIBUJOGPSNBUJPOy5IF
question always comes down to whether there are
enough of them to hit that tipping point that then
makes that paper successful.
Q: What can other media outlets offer that print
cannot? And vice versa?

".PTUMZUIFUIJOHJTFGGJDJFODZ#ZGBS UIBUTUIF
CJHHFTU UIJOH /FXT QSJOU JT OP MPOHFS UIBU FGGJDJFOU 'PS JOTUBODF  ZPVSF SFBEJOH BO BSUJDMF POline it’s got hyperlinks galore in it…everything can
CFXJUIJOBDMJDLBXBZ8IFSFBTJOOFXTQSJOU UIFZ
can cite these things but they don’t often give you
UIBU JNNFEJBUF BDDFTTy/PU POMZ UIBU  CVU * DBO
Q: Do you think communities are willing to interact with it: I can comment, I answer polling
fight to keep their newspapers open?
RVFTUJPOT *DBOEPUIJTBOEUIBU5IFOFXTQSJOUJT
B EFBE POFXBZ NFEJVNy1FPQMF MJLF UIBU TUVGG 
"5IFZIBWFUPGJHIUXJUIUIFJSEPMMBST6MUJNBUFMZ go to any website that has a lot of traffic and the
UIBUTXIBUJUDPNFTEPXOUP5IFSFIBTUPCFTPNF comments sections are half the fun. I learn a lot
marshaling of resources and someone saying that GSPNSFBEJOHDPNNFOUT5IFSFBSFWFSZJOGPSNFE
our resources need to go to this thing, you don’t QFPQMFy5IFSFBSFQFPQMFJOUIFDPNNVOJUZXIP
really see that in part because…there’s lots of rea- know far more than the reporting staff about
TPOT5IFSFTBMPUPGQPMJUJDBMSFBTPOT UFDIOPMPHZ what’s going on and sometimes they chime in, and
reasons, there’s a manifold for why there’s not this that’s awesome.
sense of a news outlet as a utility, and until that
happens I don’t know what’s going to happen.
Q: Does social media and citizen journalists
help or hurt the idea of quality journalism?
Q: Why do you think some newspapers fail and
others succeed?
A: I think it helps. I think anything that is a conOFDUJWFUJTTVFUPTUVGG JTBCFOFGJUy:PVDBOVTVBMA: …I read this great, great story a couple years ly discern within a few graphs whether this person
ago, maybe it was last year, talking about how is legitimate, or if they’ve got an axe to grind. It’s
all newspapers and generalists are failing by the MJLF BOZUIJOH GPSVNT BSF WFSZ NVDI UIBU XBZ *
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find the quality of writing in stuff on forums to
be often supersede that in newspapers. It’s because
their not beholden to that super polite newspaper
TQFBL/FXTQBQFSTIBWFUPCFBCPWFSFQSPBDI/P
conflicts of interest, none of this, none of that.
4PNFPGUIFCFTUCPPLT*WFFWFSSFBEBSFCZQFPple who have huge conflicts of interest, and it’s because of that conflict of interest that makes that
book informative…
Q: Do you think bigger media outlets need local
newspapers (keystone media)?
" .PTU DFSUBJOMZ  * EPOU LOPX IPX FMTF ZPV
DPVMEJU5IBUTUIFXIPMFWBMVFPGJU'JSTUQFSTPO
accounts are infinitely more valuable than secPOEBSZBDDPVOUTy5IFNPSFJNNFEJBUFTUVGGZPV
IBWF UIFCFUUFSJUJT1SJNBSZEPDVNFOUTBSFXBZ
better than a conversation you had with somebody
who has seen the primary documents.
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t6OEFSHSBEVBUFBU&BTUFSO,FOUVDLZ6OJWFSTJUZ
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tćF"EWPDBUF.FTTFOHFSJO%BOWJMMF ,:
t&YFDVUJWF&EJUPSPG4DIVS[$PNNVOJDBUJPOT*OD 
,FOUVDLZHSPVQ
t1SFTJEFOUPGUIF,FOUVDLZ1SFTT"TTPDJBUJPO
t#BSSZ#JOHIBN'SFFEPNPG*OGPSNBUJPO"XBSE
t,FOUVDLZ1SFTT"TTPDJBUJPO3VTT.FU[.PTU
7BMVBCMF.FNCFS
t +BNFT .BEJTPO "XBSE GPS 4FSWJDF UP ćF 'JSTU
Amendment
t4FSWFTPOUIFBEWJTPSZCPBSETPGUIF
%FQBSUNFOU PG $PNNVOJDBUJPOT BOE ćF &BTUFSO
1SPHSFTTBU&BTUFSO,FOUVDLZ
6OJWFSTJUZ
t"M4NJUI"XBSEGPS1VCMJD4FSWJDFUISPVHI
$PNNVOJUZ+PVSOBMJTN
t*OEVDUFEJOUPUIF,FOUVDLZ+PVSOBMJTN)BMMPGUIF
'BNF
t )BT XPO NVMUJQMF ,FOUVDLZ 1SFTT "TTPDJBUJPO
awards for writing and photography
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IT’S A TOUGH, TOUGH TIME
FOR PRINT

Q: Is there a place for several news mediums in
the future, or will paper die out completely?

CVUPOUIFGSPOUQBHFPGUIF"EWPDBUF8FXFSFBO
all inclusive, that didn’t mean we didn’t cover local
news, but we ranked it along with the other news
" 5IBUT UIF   RVFTUJPO  JTOU JU  5IBU VTFE KVTUMJLFUIFCJHHFSOFXTQBQFSTEJE/PXXFWFCFto be an easier question for me than it is now. I will come more, and this has been fairly gradual, of a
say that I think the community newspaper is going SFMFOUMFTTMZMPDBMQSPEVDU5IBUTOPUUPTBZXFEPOU
UPCFBSPVOEGPSBXIJMF PSTPNFUJNF5IBUJTFW- VTF UIF "1  CVU UIBU JT UP TBZ XF VTF JU NPTUMZ BT
idenced by the recent acquisitions that some of the filler. It has to be a really big story to not be local
newspaper companies have made. Including the and still be on the front page of the Advocate and I
POFSFDFOUMZPGUIFGJWFOFXTQBQFSTJO,FOUVDLZCZ think that’s true of all rural community newspapers
UIFTFEBZT5IFZSFBMTPDIBOHJOHJOUFSNTPGUIFJS
digital prowess in that they’ve gotten more inclined
“I hope and I believe that in a free society, to use websites and social media because they’ve
which is a supply and demand type of soci- IBE UP #VU JUT TUJMM OPU UIFJS CSFBE BOE CVUUFS  JU
still doesn’t produce the revenue that they need in
ety for everything, that eventually people will order to produce quality journalism, so they have
demand good journalism and out of that de- to became adept at using it without investing too
much in it, or damaging their core product in the
mand will grow a business model for digital… QSPDFTT4PNBOZPGUIFNIBWFBMSFBEZEPOFUIBU 
And that’s when we’ll probably see the demise so it’s a tough, tough time for print but nobody
has provided print with a business model in which
of newspapers.”
their digital products produce enough revenue to
sustain quality journalism.
#PPOF/FXTQBQFST XIJDICPVHIUUIFGPVS4DIVS[
OFXTQBQFSTBOE'SBOLGPSU5IFSFBSFBOVNCFSPG Q: Are newspapers an essential part of a demomedia companies who consider themselves in ac- cratic society?
quisition mode and they are buying community
newspapers and the reason I think is because of A: Absolutely. In fact, I was involved in a discusthe intensely local emphasis that no other medium sion yesterday just about that. One of the problems
JTQSPWJEJOHJOBKPVSOBMJTUJDTFOTF4P EP*UIJOL that has emerged as a result of the decline of newsOFXTQBQFSTXJMMFWFSHPBXBZ :FBIQSPCBCMZ CVU papers is what I and many other journalists think
I don’t think it will be in my lifetime or maybe is a threat to democracy. Anytime you diminish
OPU JO ZPVST 5IFZ XJMM DIBOHF 5IFZ BMSFBEZ BSF the resources that can be used, and that are being
DIBOHJOH8IFO*GJSTUDBNFUP%BOWJMMF UIFNJT- used to be a watchdog of government at any level,
TJPOPGUIF"EWPDBUF.FTTFOHFSXBTUPCFUIFQSJ- then you’ve invited that threat to democracy, bemary source of information for all of the readers cause you don’t have an informed electorate, but
JO JUT NBSLFU 4P JU XBT OPU VODPNNPO  JO GBDU JU the electorate has to want to be informed and they
was routine for me to choose national, internation- have to want their information to be accurate. And
al stories not only for publication in the Advocate that’s another thing I think that social media has
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done: has reduced the level of, well not just social
media but digital media in general…they’ve not
provided the gatekeeper and people have gravitated to the information that they want and not
UIFJOGPSNBUJPOUIBUUIFZOFFE8FSFTFFJOHUIBU
happen in our presidential election right now…
8IBUFWFS NFEJVN XF FNQMPZ UP QSPWJEF HPPE
journalism to the public, it has to pay for itself
BOEIBTUPQBZGPSHPPEKPVSOBMJTN&MTFXJTFZPV
HFU BEWPDBDZ KPVSOBMJTN :PV HFU OPOQSPGJUT
who have agendas, subsidizing journalism that
benefits them and when we develop a business
model for digital that will support paying journalists then our democracy will be fine and we
will have a tool that is very exciting for democraDZUPVTF#VUOPXXFIBWFOFXTSPPNTCMFFEJOH
UBMFOU 8F IBWF FYQFSJFODFE KPVSOBMJTUT UPTTFE
out on the street in the interest of the bottom
line and I understand that, but if we want to
keep having good journalism then we’re going to
have to figure something out, particularly at the
community level…I hope and I believe that in a
free society, which is a supply and demand type
of society for everything, that eventually people
will demand good journalism and out of that demand will grow a business model for digital…

And that’s when we’ll probably see the demise of
OFXTQBQFST #VU * EPOU UIJOL UIF QVCMJD HFUT B
GSFF QBTT FJUIFS #VTJOFTTFT JO TNBMM UPXOT  MJLF
this one, are going to have to decide whether
they want a newspaper in their community. A
newspaper that really does do the work of being
a government watchdog and then they’re going
to have to decide to support it like they used to.
Q: What are communities actually losing when
they lose their local newspapers?
"5IFJSJEFOUJUZ*VTFEUPTBZUIBUBDPNNVOJUZ
ought to be able to look in the mirror and see it’s
newspaper looking back. And that image should
include all their blemishes, their good side and
bad side. And it should include clues on how to
JNQSPWF UIBU JNBHF 4P ZFBI  * UIJOL UIFZ MPTF
their identity and maybe even to some degree
their historical record.
Q: Do you think communities are willing to
fight to keep their newspapers open?
A: I hope so…I think that the communities, like
I said before it’s supply and demand, who lost

newspapers would find a way to, not necessarily
save the newspaper that was just closed, but they
would find a way to have a common source of information from reliable sources. I think they would
demand that. It’s never been about, I don’t think it’s
ever been about, people not wanting a newspaper
in their town, it’s been about whether they can support it or whether they’re willing to support it or
how much of one they’re willing to support. I think
UIBUT XIBUT IBQQFOJOH OPXy $PNQBOJFT  PCWJously see something in community newspapers, or
they wouldn’t go out spending millions of dollars
CVZJOHUIFNVQ5IFZWFHPUTPNFLJOEPGJEFBPSB
long-range plan where they see that owning a community newspaper is a valuable asset.

have unlimited space and a variety of mediums to
compliment their text, that print doesn’t. I think
broadcast is as limited or more so than print, and
UIFZSF TUSVHHMJOH UPy5IFZ POMZ IBWF B MJNJUFE
amount of time for their stories, they have a limited inventory of space for their advertising, they
IBWF B USFNFOEPVT BNPVOU PG DPNQFUJUJPO 1BSticularly in local markets, they’re having to reduce
the price of their product so much and fill their
inventory so much that they can’t pay for, I don’t
think, quality journalism. I’m never ceased to be
surprised by the number of local news shows that
UIFZIBWFJOUIFFWFOJOHT:PVIBWFPDMPDL UIFO
ZPVWFHPUyBOEUIFZLFFQSFQFBUJOHUIFTBNF
thing over and over again. I don’t know why, evidently they are able to sell those, but print offers
Q: Why do you think some newspapers fail and [still] even though they are handicapped by their
others succeed?
resources right now in terms of personnel, they
still provide the most comprehensive and quality
"5IJTEBZBOEUJNFJUIBTCFFOUIFBCJMJUZUPHFO- journalism, and reliable journalism that’s available.
FSBUFSFWFOVFy4PNFQFPQMFXPVMETBZJGZPVIBE I think people trust their community newspapers,
a good enough product you wouldn’t have to worry if it came from their community newspaper then
about that, but I think…there’s a whole lot more there’s more of a trust in that than if they picked
that enters into the equation than whether you VQPGGTPNF*OUFSOFUTJUF&WFOXIBUUIFZWFQJDLFE
have good stories, a good newsroom and so forth.
VQ PGG PG 'BDFCPPL PS UIF OFXTQBQFST XFCTJUF PS
something, I think they still consider that the most
Q: What makes technology a more appealing way reliable information that is available to them.
to get news (TV, apps, Facebook, online newspapers)?
Q: Does social media and citizen journalists help
or hurt the idea of quality journalism?
A: I think that’s sort of an outgrowth of our culture’s desire for immediate satisfaction. I’m just "8FMMBTMPOHBTZPVIBWFBGJMUFS UIFZDBOCFB
like anybody else. I get up in the morning and the CJHIFMQ5IFQSPCMFNJTUIBUTPNVDIPGJUJTOPU
first [I’m more of a news junky than most people GJMUFSFE UIFSFJTOPHBUFLFFQJOHHPJOHPO8IFOXF
I guess] thing I do is turn on cable news network first started talking about citizen journalism it was
on television, and then I check my phone I’ve got years and years ago when we were talking about
BMFSUTGSPNBTTPDJBUFEQSFTTTFUVQPONZJ1IPOFUP as a compliment to the professional journalist, and
HFUBRVJDLMPPLBUUIFOFXTPGUIFEBZ5IFO*HPUP nowadays it seems like so many people who have
'BDFCPPL OPUTPNVDIUPTFFXIBUUIFOFXTPGUIF BDDFTT UP B MBQUPQ BOE 8PSEQSFTT DIPPTF UP DPOday is but to what my friends are up to, but in the sider themselves citizen journalists or journalists
process now I’m getting alerted to news or getting period, and that’s not healthy…I believe in free
alerted to news topics…I can read the stories from speech and free press, I’m a huge first amendment
UIF 8BTIJOHUPO 1PTU  PS 5IF /FX :PSL 5JNFT BU advocate, but I think it’s important for the public to
the click of a button. It’s amazing. I could never do be able to distinguish when it comes to free press.
that before. I had to go to the coffee shop and hope 8IBUJTSFBMBOEXIBUJTOU*UVTFEUPCFTBJEUIBU
they had that on the newsstand.
freedom of the press was for people who owned
POF/PXBEBZTFWFSZCPEZPXOTPOF
Q: What can other media outlets offer that print
cannot? And vice versa?
" 8FMM  * UIJOL POMJOF NFEJB QSPEVDUT PCWJPVTMZ
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PEOPLE SAY, ‘PAPER IS DYING,’ I DON’T SEE IT

Q: Is there a place for several news mediums in the
future, or will paper die out completely?

newspapers for example, they’re so many of them but
they’re struggling because you’re not getting all the inGPSNBUJPO8JUIBXFFLMZOFXTQBQFSZPVIBWFUJNFUP
"8FMM *UIJOLQFPQMFIBWFCFFOTBZJOHGPSZFBSTUIBU SFBMMZHFUUIFTUPSZ BMMPGJUGSPNCFHJOOJOHUPFOE/PU
paper is dying, print is dying. They’ve actually been just the beginning and then forget about it. I think peoclaiming that it’s already dead, and it’s not. A compa- ple appreciate that a little more than others.
ny just bought all four of our papers, so that tells you
UIFSFNBLJOHNPOFZPČPGUIFJSOFXTQBQFSTBOEUIFZSF “We’re going to go back, just like the food
buying more of them. I think that you’re going to see a
TXJUDIUPWFSZ WFSZMPDBMBHBJO8FSFHPJOHUPHPCBDL  movement. Grow local, eat local, I think peoKVTU MJLF UIF GPPE NPWFNFOU (SPX MPDBM  FBU MPDBM  * ple are going to read local, and so I really
think people are going to read local, and so I really don’t
see it dying whatsoever. If anything I see it doing better. don’t see it dying whatsoever. If anything I see
I do think that people will incorporate more of the web- it doing better.”
site, as they have been, but that’s not our number one
push…I think if you ask anyone around here where they
read their news most of them would say they pick it up Q: Are newspapers an essential part of a democratic
at the gas station, or wherever.
society?
Q: So do you see that being more locally they’ll be
okay, or do you think all newspapers will be okay?

A: Absolutely. I think an informed public is imperative
to the functioning of a democracy, and without it, control, power runs amuck…It’s checks and balances, kind
" * UIJOL UIF CJHHFS POFT  MJLF ZPVS /FX :PSL EBJMZ of like the three branches of government. The press is
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here to make sure that the public’s tax money is spent
and accountable and that the people are in charge. It’s
their money and they get to decide…and if they don’t
have the right information to make those decisions,
UIFO VOGPSUVOBUF UIJOHT IBQQFO .POFZ HFUT XBTUFE
'MJOU .JDIJHBOGPSFYBNQMFy*EPOULOPXUIFGVMMTUPry, but basically if hadn’t been for the press, the people
probably wouldn’t have known that their water was poiTPOFE*UTTUVČMJLFUIBU8FSFQBJEUPEPUIFUIJOHTUIBU
other people don’t have time to do, like go to the city
council meetings, or the fiscal court at 9 a.m., most people are at work. They don’t have time, but I’m paid to do
that so it’s my job to get that information and put it out
there for the people.



think…a lot of people…these newspapers are losing
money because they’re not focusing their energy in the
right areas. There’s a good balance of editorial and advertising, I think that needs to be found. And I think
social media has kind of hit us a little, but we’re adapting.
(SPDFSZTUPSFTTUBSUFEPVUJOHUIFJSBEWFSUJTJOHPO'BDFbook instead of buying inserts in papers, you’re seeing
that but there are ways to adapt.
Q: What makes technology a more appealing way to
get news (TV, apps, Facebook, online newspapers)?

A: I think most people are very visual, they like to be
BCMFUPTFFUIFTDSFFO:PVLOPX UIBUTXIZQIPUPHSBQIZ
is such a big deal with the print. I try to take a photo
Q: What are communities actually losing when they for every story I write just because you want to be able
lose their local newspapers?
to visualize it. And I’m like that too, so I understand
readers don’t just want words they want to see the scene
"*UIJOLUIFZSFMPTJOHUIFJSQVCMJDSFDPSELFFQJOH8F and I think newspapers are starting to incorporate more
print marriages, births, licenses, obituaries. That’s a huge WJEFPPOUIFJSXFCTJUFTBOEPO'BDFCPPLBOEXJUIUIF
part of a local newspaper is your obituaries because 1BSBTDPQJOHBOEUIBULJOEPGUIJOH JUIFMQTQFPQMFGFFM
those are people’s family and friends and they want to like they’re actually there and a part of it.
SFNFNCFS UIFN:PVS MPDBM HPWFSONFOU JT UIF NPTU
important part of your world around because that im- Q: What can other media outlets offer that print canNFEJBUFMZFČFDUTZPV&WFSZEFDJTJPOUIFZNBLF BOEJG not? And vice versa?
you don’t have someone there to report on that then you
really don’t have clue what’s going on.
"y8JUI57OFXT QFPQMFDBOUVSOJUPOSFBMRVJDL 
get the clip and go on with their lives. It makes them
Q: Do you think communities are willing to fight to feel like they’re there, but I think with print you have it
keep their newspapers open?
GPSFWFSJUTBQFSNBOFOUUIJOH:PVDVUJUPVU QVUJUPO
your fridge…that kind of thing. It’s tangible. It’s kind of
"*EP *EP:PVLOPXXIFOXFNBEFTPNFDIBOHFTSF- like book readers…you either like to see the movie or
cently, I had police officers, the mayor, I had all kinds of read the book. A lot of people want to read the book and
citizens come and tell me that if they ever got rid of me hold it in their hands.
then they would riot…I think that they would 100 percent fight for it, because they know how important it is. Q: Do you think bigger media outlets need local
newspapers (keystone media)?
Q: And you’ve noticed that more recently when they
got a lot of people?
A: I do. If you watch any big main stream media, like
'PY/FXTyNPTUPGXIBUUIFZHFU JGUIFZSFEPJOHUIFJS
A: Absolutely, I did. They really came out and showed job right, is from local sources. All of your stories are
their support and still do. They know how hard I’m coming out of smaller towns, local newspapers and they
working and it means a lot to me for that to be appre- take those and run with it, so I think without that they
ciated.
don’t know what to report. They don’t have people on
the ground everywhere in the world. They have some
Q: Why do you think some newspapers fail and oth- QMBDFT  CVU OP POF GSPN 'PY /FXT JT XBMLJOH BSPVOE
ers succeed?
4UBOGPSESJHIUOPX CVUJGTPNFUIJOHIVHFXFSFUPIBQpen here they would report on it because they would
A: I think that the market is constantly changing and have us as a source.
you have to change with it. That doesn’t mean that you
lose your traditional sense of journalism at all, but I Q: So if for some reason newspapers go away, what do

you think that means for everyone else?
A: I think it means they’re going to have to do a lot
NPSFXPSLBOEBMPUPGQFPQMFBSFHPJOHUPTVČFSCFcause they won’t be as informed.
Q: Does social media and citizen journalists help or
hurt the idea of quality journalism?
" * UIJOL CPUI 4PDJBM NFEJByUIBUT XIFSF B MPU PG
rumors can start and it kind of comes down to the
journalist’s individual ethics, I think. There’s some
things that…like the death of somebody. If you go to a
wreck and you may know the name of the person who
died, but I think the ethical thing to do is to wait until
UIFGBNJMZIBTCFFOJOGPSNFE/PX QFPQMFHPBIFBE
BOEJEFOUJGZQFPQMFPO'BDFCPPLBOEJUJTIBSEUPy
you can’t stop that from happening, but you can as a
newspaper, or you can as a journalist can say that you
waited and did they right thing.
Q: Do you all have a lot of citizen journalists in Stanford, who try to help you all out?
"y8FIBEBHVZSFDFOUMZXIPLJOEPGTUBSUFEBOPOline thing where he was just taking all of our stories
and everybody else’s, but not really. I don’t know anyPOFXIPXBOUTUPEPUIJT:PVIBWFUIPTFQFPQMF OPT-

ey) and they’re great sources, like I have just random
citizens who will call me and say “hey, I heard this this
and this,” it may not always be true, but it is something
you could look in to and definitely put you in the right
direction a lot.
Q: Do you have anything else to add?
A: I wish more people would get involved with their
local newspaper…I am positive. I am a really positive person when it comes to the paper because I see
JUNBLJOHBEJČFSFODFFWFSZTJOHMFEBZ BOEJUNBLFT
my job so rewarding because an informed public is the
best public that you can have, and it’s nice to be able to
be a part of that, I think.
Q: Do you worry at all, about how things will turn
out?
A: I worry about on the national level, I do but again
I think that having your local newspapers helps counteract anything that I’m worried about. I definitely
don’t want to see the press censored or oppressed in
any way. I think one of our presidential front-runners
is a little scary when it comes to the first amendment,
so we’ll see.
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